
(Longer than Seat Deck Rails)

Hardware in Body Box Hardware in Arm Box Parts in two body boxes, arms not shown
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48

Queen Size slats are same size for back
and seat deck
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kStrata 
turn1ture 

Coach Frame Assembly Instructions 

2 B Watch our assembly videos at www.stratafurniture.com/videos 

Fit the Wooden Dowels into the Stretchers Attach the Arms* to the Stretchers using separate hardware received 
in arm box. (From Arm Box Hardware) 

End of Stretcher 

�-----
�------

Wooden Dowels 

Bolts 

4C ... 
-----

�--------�-----------

Allen Key 
Leave Bolts LOOSE! 

()) 

Bolts 

4C .
---

�----------
-

Be patient, it can be tricky to start the bolts in the nuts -
a screwdiver will help you line up the Barrel Nut with the Bolt. 

Drive the Bolts in until they just catch the Nuts. 

It is important that these bolts are left loose! 

*Your arm style may vary.

Wooden Dowels 
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Leave Bolts LOOSE 
at this stage! 



twelve

Please note they are four long rails, the back deck rails are the two longest. The slats used are the smaller 
slats (queen size has same size for both decks).



Please note there are four long rails, the seat deck rails are the shorter rails, the seat deck slats are the longer slats.





Please notice correct side of foot to attach foot connector board to foot.

Correct Incorrect
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Coach Frame Assembly Instructions 

7A 

Tighten all eight Bolts. 

7B 

Connect the Advance Arms to the Arms. 

7C Watch our videos at www.stratafurniture.com/videos 

Fit the Strap to the Back Deck. 
Only needed for operation 
on frames utilizing heavy 
mattresses. 

7D 

Fit the Wood Buttons to the Arms and 
Back Deck 
Finally, when the frame is fully assembled, 
make sure all the bolts are secure. 

Push fit or lightly tap the Wood 
Buttons x 10 into the bolt holes on 
the Arms and Back Deck. 
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Wood 

Wood 
Buttons 



Please see operating videos at www.stratafurniture.com


